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LOOKING BACK AT 100
Those of you with sharp eyes will have noticed this is the
100th edition of MouthPeace. The two editors remember.
Anne O’Connor writes:

I became involved when I attended a Commission meeting at my home parish St John the
Baptist, Timperley (sadly now pulled down), chaired by the late Canon Kevin Byrne, the first Commission
Chair, who was very dedicated to J &P. I showed him the news sheet I edited for our newly-formed parish
J&P group, which had illustrations as well as articles. He showed me the simple sheet, rather clumsily
typed, he was producing - one sheet of A4 folded to make A5 - and said you can take over! It was then
called 'The Daily Pressure'. Canon Byrne decided to have a competition to design a logo with a small cash
prize. There was only one entry - his- and so he won! It showed the scales of justice, tipped unevenly to
represent the lack of equality in the world.
In 1993 Frank Kennedy, then Liverpool J&P Worker, approached Shrewsbury Commission with the idea of
collaborating, with me still as editor. He came to see me with several priests and, I think, one woman, and
they 'interviewed' me - rather daunting! I must have seemed OK as Frank and I were left to run the new
magazine in complete freedom. We decided on a change of name and a new logo, which my daughter
Annie designed. We took turns to write the editorial and worked closely together.
In 2009 I handed the editorship over to Marian Thompson.
During the fifteen months of uncertainty following the ending of Joan Sharples’ post as J&P Co-ordinator,
Commission members parcelled out the work, determined to keep Justice and Peace alive in the diocese. I
offered to take on the e-bulletin, compiled the Year of Faith Calendar and wrote a series of Advent and Lent
resources plus a pack to introduce J&P themes to young people - all still available to download from
https://wordpress.com/view/jpshrewsbury.wordpress.com It’s exciting to know that the Young People’s
Stations of the Cross has not only been used locally but has travelled as far afield as Chicago and China!
In 2013 Bishop Mark dissolved the old Shrewsbury Diocese Commission for the Promotion of Justice, Peace
and Social Responsibility and formed a new one chaired by a senior member of the clergy, Vicar General
Canon Phil Moor. The previous Chair and Vice-Chair, lay people, decided to step down. Five women, Marian
and I included, received letters to say we were no longer required. The Secretary and Treasurer plus one
other recent member of the former Commission were reappointed for a three-year term.
Marian Thompson continues:
MouthPeace continues to be a joint publication for Shrewsbury and Liverpool dioceses in what has been a
most successful collaboration. Although no longer on the Shrewsbury Commission, I decided to continue as
editor, with help and encouragement from Steve Atherton, until such a time as it is suggested I should do
otherwise.
The hard copies of the paper are now printed and distributed from LACE in Liverpool. But many people
throughout the country also receive it as an e-bulletin. It is always good to get feedback as that shows people are actually reading it! I tend to focus on things going on in our two Dioceses and welcome reports from
readers of particular things they have done or attended or are planning for the future. But we are all also
involved in campaigns and concerned about issues further afield, in fact worldwide, so I like to include articles about these too when they come to my attention. So do please keep sending your ideas to me.
Church Action on Poverty Sunday
11 February 2018
VOICES FROM THE MARGINS
Throughout his ministry, Jesus listened to people who were on the margins of his society.
He made visible those who were overlooked, and gave them hope.
Our churches are called to follow Jesus’ example: to listen to voices from the margins and make them
heard, so that things can change.
Resources for the Sunday available from http://www.church-poverty.org.uk/sunday
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2018 ANNUAL MEMORIAL LECTURE SUNDAY JANUARY 21st
“Towards social and solidarity economies?”
Given by Dr Peter North, the talk will include consideration of the church’s role in creating supportive
communities.
At LACE, Croxteth Drive, Sefton Park, Liverpool L17 1AA
2-4 pm
More details from Steve Atherton 0151 522 1080/1

s.atherton@rcaol.co.uk

A POOR CHURCH FOR THE POOR
Steve Atherton writes:
I was recently asked to lead a workshop on what Pope Francis meant when he said: “How I would like a poor
Church, for the poor.” The more I thought about it, the more difficult it became to understand.
He first used that phrase when he met with journalists in the Pope Paul VI Hall in Rome after his election to
the papacy. He was dressed in immaculate white robes - so he didn’t look poor. The hall is an enormous
modern building with a beautiful sculpture on the stage, equipped with the latest in communications technology and solar panels on the roof - so that didn’t look poor. The journalists were mainly in suits and ties,
and expensive cameras were flashing throughout the meeting - so they didn’t look poor. What does he
mean?
We know that the Pope is a man of personal holiness and simplicity of life, living in simple quarters, refusing
elaborate clothes, eating with the staff, and driving an old car. His “poor church” doesn’t demand that we
dress in sackcloth, walk everywhere and only communicate face to face. His “poor church” is concerned
with understanding the lives of ordinary people, especially the poor.
His first visit from Rome after his election was to the island of Lampedusa where there have been thousands
of deaths of asylum seekers whose boats have sunk on the short crossing from north Africa to the edges of
Europe; he has installed showers in the Vatican that street homeless can use; he has given homes to families
fleeing from violence in the middle east; he has visited the UN to speak on behalf of the threatened planet;
he has asked church to be responsive to the needs of families.
His “poor church” is present where there is need. In his first letter “The Joy of the Gospel” he writes “…
today we also have to say “thou shalt not” to an economy of exclusion and inequality. Such an economy
kills.” (para 53) This makes it clear that the church is not exclusively concerned with personal holiness, personal purity, personal salvation. Catholicism is not inward looking. Rather, the church is concerned with
people’s lives in all the complexity in which they are lived, with their dignity and their flourishing, with their
problems and their difficulties.
His subsequent encyclical, “Laudato si: Care for our Common Home’”, is the first ever encyclical to be constructed using the principle of See – Judge – Act as part of the framework for organising thought, which
might seem a detail of only academic interest until you realise that it is foundational to the way he thinks.
He looks at the situation he is in; the “poor church” will do the same. The practical consequence of this is
that each parish is being called to look closely at the situation of the people it serves (note the word
‘serves’), so that it has a clear understanding of the economic and social pressures that affect people, so
that it can reflect on how to support their dignity and humanity, and then organises to be part of the response to the problems.
In our parishes, the local issues are likely to be around lack of work, poor housing, isolation and loneliness,
zero-hours contracts, debt, and for an increasing number, problems caused by Universal Credit. Then there
are the problems of the global poor, the problems overseas. There is no shortage of issues for us to notice
(see), to decide to do something to help (judge), and then get involved in responding (act).
And who knows, if our church became the “poor church” wouldn’t it become attractive again? It might even
start to draw young people back to share in the joy of the Gospel.
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THE CHURCH SHIFTS ITS POSITION ON DETERRENCE AND POSSESSIONOF NUCLEAR WEAPONS
Students, diplomats and Nobel Peace laureates from around the world met in the
Vatican on 10 and 11 November to reflect on how, together, they can work for a
nuclear-free world. This unique gathering was convened by the Dicastery Promoting
Integral Human Development in Rome. Pax Christi was a participant.
Pope Francis addressed the gathering in a speech that presented a shift in the position of the Church with regard to deterrence and the threat and possession of nuclear weapons. He said: “Nuclear weapons exist in the
service of a mentality of fear that affects not only the parties in conflict but the entire human race." He went
on to say: "Weapons of mass destruction, particularly nuclear weapons, create nothing but a false sense of
security."
Read the full text of the address by Pope Francis on:
http://press.vatican.va/content/salastampa/en/bollettino/pubblico/2017/11/10/171110e.html
The event also celebrated the awarding of the 2017 Nobel Peace Prize to the International Campaign for the
Abolition of Nuclear Weapons (ICAN) for its work on the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons which
was adopted in July 2017. Beatrice Finn, Director of ICAN spoke of the important role of people of faith as a
constant life-light to campaigns such as this. Pax Christi, along with a host of other organisations and communities have been working with national governments and Church leaders to encourage ratification of the
Treaty. This work will continue as the UK Government has so far resisted any participation in these
negotiations.
CELEBRATING 35 YEARS OF PEACE EDUCATION
Peace Trails, school exchanges, peace history conferences, dvd's and study guides are just some of the
many projects that have been funded by the Christian Peace Education Fund since it was established in
1982. Set up by Pax Christi to support its own peace
education work, the Fund also wanted to ‘promote
peace by means of meetings, lectures, seminars, the
production of books and publications and lots more
besides.’
The 35 years of work was celebrated at a gathering
on 2 November hosted by Archbishop Malcolm
McMahon of Liverpool, National President of Pax
Christi, at St Vincent's Convent in Central London.
Archbishop Malcolm thanked all those who had contributed to the Fund through donations and legacies
and acknowledged all the work of the Trustees and
supporters who have maintained the Fund for 35
years. He expressed particular thanks to those involved from the beginning.
One of these is Pax Christi Vice President Valerie
Flessati, who spoke about Pope John Paul ll's visit to
Britain in 1982, where, at Coventry, he called for a
"cathedral of peace". At the time there were fears
about nuclear war and cruise missiles had recently
been deployed at Greenham Common in Berkshire.
Meanwhile, Pax Christi was preparing peace assemblies for schools, campaigning against militarism in
schools and highlighting that Peace is a key element
of Catholic Social Teaching. Its first peace education
worker was organising diocesan peace conferences
for teachers. Pax Christi was determined to support
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teachers and educators in their
work to help young people reflect
critically on the world in which
they lived.
Matt Jeziorski, Pax Christi's current Peace Education
Officer, spoke of Pax Christi's role today in fostering
the Christian vocation to peacemaking, working with
teachers to facilitate discussion and discernment on
difficult issues of war and peace. A "Catholic Spirituality" inset day for teachers is particularly popular.
Matt spends an average of 40 days a year in schools,
offering workshops, seminars and talks on peacemaking. He voiced his concerns over any Catholic
school that might host a science event organised by a
company such as BAE Systems.
Looking to the future, Ann Nugent, a Fund trustee,
highlighted the Fund's Just Giving page and urged
further support for peace education. The Fund's website also provides details of how to apply for a grant.
Ann also mentioned that the CPEF is currently seeking more trustees.
For more information see: www.cpef.org.uk
Pax Christi peace education work has flourished over
the years and today Pax Christi produces high quality
on-line educational resources, on themes ranging
from the vocation to peacemaking, the lives of contemporary peacemakers to peacemaking and conscience in times of war. Archbishop Malcolm thanked
Pat Gaffney and Pax Christi's dedicated team for their
mission.

A SIMPLE APPROACH TO SENDING GREETINGS CARDS AT CHRISTMAS
We can easily take Christmas cards for granted but there are people in difficult places in the world would love
to know that someone cares enough to remember them at this time of year. If you would like to bring hope
to the heart of someone who feels abandoned and forgotten by sending a card, here are some suggestions
from the full list that’s available on the Liverpool website:
Fr David Neuhaus SJ,
Our Lady, Woman of Valor,
This parish is home to over a thousand migrant workers and provides
Pastoral Centre,
schooling for hundreds of children. Fr David Neuhaus, the parish priest,
Shivat Tsiyon St 33,
called the Christmas cards “A beautiful act of solidarity”.
Tel Aviv-Yafo,
Israel.
If you would like to send a card to a school in the Holy Land, then write to:
Latin Patriarchate School, P.O.B 76, 16955500, Jaffa-Nazareth, Israel.
You might well prefer to send a card to a parish or school in Palestine. To make sure that
they are delivered you need to send them via the LPJ office in Jerusalem at this address:
Mr Sami El-Yousef, Chief Executive, Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem, Jaffa Gate – Old City,
P.O.B. 14152, 9114101, Jerusalem .
I suggest just one parish:
Holy Redeemer, PP Fr Johnny Abu Khalil, P.O.B 2, Taybeh.
And one school:
Latin Patriarchate School, Al-Kamalia Street, P.O.B 149, 00972-08, Gaza.
If you want to send a card to prisoner of conscience, send a non-religious card to:
Lahpai Gam
Lahpai Gam is a Kachin farmer, who was arrested in June 2012
C/o The Governor of Myitkyina Prison
by the military-backed government in Burma. He is serving a
Myitkyina Prison
21 year prison sentence in Myitkyina Prison. He was brutally
Myitkyina Town
tortured and forced to make a false confession.
Kachin State
Myanmar.
This must be a non-religious card.
If you would prefer to send a card to an organisation that supports people, then write to:
Comissão Pastoral da Terra (CPT)
CPT (The Pastoral Land Commission) was founded in 1975 by bishops
Secretaria Nacional
and prelates of the Amazon to respond to the needs of indigenous
Rua 19, nº 35, 1º andar,
rural workers in Brazil who were exploited as slave labour and exEdifício Dom Abel
pelled from the lands they occupied. Now ecumenically orientated, it
Centro - Goiânia
helps with land disputes and works with those released from slavery
Goiás
on cattle ranches and in charcoal and logging businesses.
CEP 74030-090, Brazil.
Include a simple message, sign your name and give your address.
If you would like to know more, or just to have more choice, you can find the full lists on the front page of the
diocesan website www.liverpoolcatholic.org.uk
Peace Sunday 2018 is on 14 January
This year’s theme will reflect on the relationship between migrants, refugees and peacemaking.
Every year Pax Christi promotes the Holy Father’s World Peace Day Message .
Materials are sent out to every parish in the country in November to help them mark
and celebrate the day.
Is your parish planning something ? If not , why not ask your Parish Priest?
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LIVE SIMPLY ……… AND PRAYERFULLY
Marian Thompson writes:
Nestling among pine and birch trees is a wooden
chapel with an onion dome roof. If you didn’t know
ant differently you may think you were in Russia. But
this is the chapel of the Madonna House community
hidden among the forests and lakes of northern Ontario, Canada. And I was lucky to visit again ( my
sixth time) this October. So what is my attraction ?
My niece, Helen, belongs to the community and I was
visiting with her mother, Margaret, my sister-in-law
and good friend. This Catholic community with, as
the chapel suggests, strong Orthodox links is a Lay
Apostolate where men and women committed to the
celibate life, with some priests, share the tasks and
responsibilities for running the community. They
promise to live simply and prayerfully.
There is a tradition of hospitality and those staying
for a week or more are encouraged to join in the
work. Everyone, community members and guests,
are allocated tasks according to their abilities and
previous experience although many coming from
towns have to learn for the first time how to process
and store fruit using kilner jars or tap the trees for
maple syrup. In the past I have worked in the garden, in the laundry and helped with fruit processing
– I have never chopped as much rhubarb as I did one
week in early September!
Working together also offers the chance to talk both
to community members and to other guests who
come from different parts of the world and somehow
find their way to the community at Combermere.
The first time I went nearly twenty years ago, there
was a daily bus service from Toronto passing through
the village. Now this is down to twice a week. But still
people manage to come. It is surprising how people
hear about the community and this a good conversation opener as everyone likes talking about their own
experiences! Helen for instance, a Yorkshire lass living in Pickering, first met members of the community
at their field house in Robin Hood’s Bay when she
took some pupils there for a day retreat.
The foundress of the community, Catherine Doherty
(1896- 1985) herself had an interesting story.
As a child she had enjoyed a privileged life in Tsarist
Russia brought up by deeply Christian parents in an
era in which faith was strong and vital, and Russian
culture was saturated with the Gospel of Christ. She
was married at 15 to her first cousin, Boris. During
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World War I she volunteered as a nurse to the Tsar’s
troops on the German front to be near her husband,
an officer with the engineering corps. While nursing
Russian soldiers in the trenches, she was captured
and condemned to death by starvation. Later rescued, she and Boris eventually escaped Communist
Russia and arrived in England where she was received into the Catholic church. They then went to
Canada and received asylum as refugees in 1921.
Their son George was born.
Catherine took what work she could find to support
her infant son and her husband, who was in frail
health. She worked as laundress, maid, and waitress,
working first in Canada, then going by herself to New
York City to find work. After a time of working menial
jobs amid great poverty, she landed a well-paid position as a lecturer (criss-crossing North America to
give lectures on her experience in Russia). But her
marital relationship with Boris deteriorated as a result of his abusive treatment of her and his adultery.
Aware that no reconciliation and family life was possible, Catherine and Boris separated and were later
divorced; their marriage was eventually annulled by
the Catholic Church.
By the late 1920s Catherine was comfortably off, but
she was hounded by Christ’s words: “Sell all you possess, give it to the poor, and come — follow me!”
Eventually she did exactly that, keeping only enough
to provide for her son. She went to live and work
with the poor in the slums of Toronto, where she
founded her first Friendship House. Other houses
followed later in New York City’s Harlem section, in
Chicago, and other cities in the 1930s and 1940s. As
time passed, Catherine became well-known for her
social justice work with the poor and minorities. She
was a forerunner in the Civil Rights movement in the
U.S. and was a friend of Dorothy Day and Thomas
Merton.
Meanwhile, Catherine’s son, George finished boarding school and went off to the War in Europe; he
later married and became a successful businessman
in the U.S. In 1940 Catherine, while working in Harlem, was interviewed by Edward J. Doherty, a famous Chicago newspaper reporter. They were married in 1943.
In 1947 Catherine and Eddie moved to the tiny village
of Combermere, to engage in rural mission work.
Although life there was rigorous and contd next page

Living Simply ... and prayerfully continued from the

ing up Jesus in Nazareth.

previous page

Our recent visit
This time we were not expected to work as we are
considered elderly ( Margaret is 82!) but with Helen
enjoyed the peace and beauty of the area. We were
very lucky to have bright sunny weather perfect for
seeing the glowing golden ‘Fall’ leaves interspersed
with the bright red colours of the maple tree.

hardly comfortable, once again people found their
way to Catherine. She welcomed them warmly and
they prayed, ate meals, sang and worked together.
Showing a simple, clear way to connect the Gospel
with everyday, ordinary life, she told people, “Do
little things well for the love of God.” This embryo
community began to live out this Gospel way of life.
The apostolate grew and, at the request of various
bishops, Catherine opened field houses
in their dioceses around the world.
Living Simply
Following Catherine’s example, members of the community live with few
personal possessions. They wear ordinary clothes acquired at the local ‘thift’
store. Their only distinguishing mark is
a simple silver cross worn around their
necks, with the inscription pax caritas,
“peace” and “love”. Community meals are normally
vegetarian. They have meat on celebration days
such as Christmas, Easter and special saints days.
They bake their own bread, make their own butter,
cheese and yogurt and eat the fruit and vegetables
they have grown and processed themselves. Sugar is
in short supply but honey and maple syrup provide
sweetness.
...and Prayerfully
Madonna House has roots in both Western (Roman)
and Eastern (Orthodox) Church traditions, and received from its Russian foundress the call, as part of
their vocation, to be a bridge between the two.
Catherine once summarized it thus: “What my heart
desires is unity between the Western and Eastern
Churches. From the earliest years of my childhood, in
my own home I grew up with both Orthodox and
Roman influences. The genius of Rome consists in
the speculative, intellectual approach to God,
whereas the Eastern approach is one of the heart,
intuition and preserving the Liturgy as the centre of
its life. “
There are priests in the community able to lead worship in both rites and there I first experienced the
beauty of the Byzantine Divine Liturgy in the chapel
in the woods with its icon screen separating the
nave from the sanctuary and the "Royal Doors"
through which only the clergy may pass. There is
also, as the name of the community suggests, a devotion to Mary particularly in her hidden life bring-

The community has several different sites around
the village and we spent time in them all. At the
farm we admired the herd of milking cows and the
flock of sheep with their llama. He acts as a protector chasing away enemies spitting at them as
he goes. These are mainly foxes although black
bears have been seen too. By the lake at Cana Colony we went fishing for lake bass and then cooked
our catch over a fire. A most tasty lunch. I say
‘we’ but the fishing and cooking were done by
Doug, a community member while we watched.
Cana Colony is an area for families to stay in small
log cabins in the Summer and share together in outdoor activities and some spiritual input. Doug looks
after Cana but he is also the ‘Maple Syrup man’ organising the collection of the sweet sap as it rises in
the Spring.
The main house and its surrounding buildings on the
edge of the village are built of wood as this material
is in plentiful supply from the extensive pine forests
around. The men design, cut and build as required
and all buildings are heated in the cold snowy winters by wood burning stoves. I have yet to experience this. As well as the community and guest
houses there is a gift shop with a variety of donated
goods. This is listed as one of the ten things to visit
in the area and the goods now come in from miles
around . There is also a museum of old farming implements .
It is always hard to leave Combermere. This time we
had hired a car to get there and returned to visit
more relatives in towns near to Toronto. As you
drive south encountering more and more traffic and
the road side McDonalds, Burger King etc. etc. along
the route, Madonna House seems more and more
like a dream. It is a very good example of living simple and sustainably . But because of the amount of
land needed to cope for a relatively small number of
people—a farm, fruit orchards, a field size vegetable
garden, pine and marple trees in abundance , it is
not a feasible option for most of us...probably not
in spacious Canada and certainly not in small Britain.
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WINTER READING
BETHLEHEM: Biography of a Town by Nicholas Blincoe
The town of Bethlehem carries so many layers of meaning - some ancient, some mythical,
some religious - that it feels like an unreal city, even to the people who call it home. Today, the city is hemmed in by a wall and surrounded by forty-one Israeli settlements and
hostile settlers and soldiers. The population is undergoing such enormous strains it is
close to falling apart. Any town with an eleven-thousand-year history has to be robust,
but Bethlehem may soon go the way of Salonica or Constantinople: the physical site
might survive, but the long thread winding back to the ancient past will have snapped,
and the city risks losing everything that makes it unique. Still, for many, Bethlehem remains the "little town" of the Christmas song. It lives vividly in everyone's imagination and
has over 2.5 million tourists visiting every year. Yet there has been no social or cultural history that explores
the many layers of meaning and that speaks to everyone from Christians to foreign policy readers.
Nicholas Blincoe tells its history, through the visceral experience of living there, taking readers through its
stone streets and desert wadis, its monasteries, aqueducts and orchards, showing the city from every angle
and era. Inevitably, a portrait of Bethlehem will shed light on one of the world's most intractable political
problems. Bethlehem is a much-loved Palestinian city, a source of pride and wealth but also a beacon of coexistence in a region where hopelessness, poverty and violence has become the norm. The town could light
the way to a better future, but if it is lost then the chances of an end to the Israel-Palestine conflict will be
lost with it.
'Bethlehem brings within reach 11,000 years of history, centering on the beloved town's unique place in the
world. Blincoe's love of Bethlehem is compelling, even as he does not shy away from the complexities of its
chronicle'
President Jimmy Carter
POVERTY SAFARI : Understanding the Anger of Britain's Underclass by Darren McGarvey
People from deprived communities all around Britain feel misunderstood and unheard. Darren McGarvey aka
Loki gives voice to their feelings and concerns, and the anger that is spilling over. Anger that he says we will
have to get used to, unless things change.
He invites you to come on a safari of sorts. A Poverty Safari. But not the sort where the indigenous population is surveyed from a safe distance for a time, before the window on the community closes and everyone
gradually forgets about it. ‘I know the hustle and bustle of high-rise life, the dark and dirty stairwells, the
temperamental elevators that smell like urine and wet dog fur, the grumpy concierge, the apprehension you
feel as you enter or leave the building, especially at night. I know that sense of being cut off from the world,
despite having such a wonderful view of it through a window in the sky; that feeling of isolation, despite being surrounded by hundreds of other people above, below and either side of you. But most of all, I understand the sense that you are invisible, despite the fact that your community can be seen for miles around and
is one of the most prominent features of the city skyline.’
‘Part memoir, part polemic, this is a savage, wise and witty tour-de-force. An unflinching account of the realities of systemic poverty, Poverty Safari lays down challenges to both the left and right. It is hard to think of a
more timely, powerful or necessary book.’ J.K. Rowling
COUNTING OUR BLESSINGS is a new, simple scripture-based resource produced by the Department for Christian Responsibility and Citizenship at the Bishops' Conference of England and Wales, designed for accompanying families. It aims to help families connect their ordinary, everyday living, giving and caring for life with
the sense of being 'blessed' - i.e. that God who is love is present with them, sharing life with them, in and
through their love. Counting our Blessings aims to help reveal what Pope Francis calls 'the shepherding of
mercy’. It will be launched in England and Wales during the first week of Advent with a four week social media campaign featuring the tagline: ‘count your blessings not your presents'. It is available to purchase for £9
from Matthew James Publishing Ltd:
https://matthewjamespublishing.com/product/counting-blessings-bishops-co
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MORE READING
SEEKING JUSTICE IN THE WORLD: Summaries of Papal Justice Encyclicals by James Patrick Hynes
In 1891, Pope Leo XIII published the first of a succession of social justice encyclicals. They became known as
the 'Church's Best Kept Secret' because they were never widely acknowledged, read or acted upon within the
universal Church. These documents were radical, secretive and neglected. Few clerics knew or cared much
about them. Nevertheless their impact within the secular world was stronger from time to time.
The Church's social doctrine is not a 'third way' between liberal capitalism and Marxist collectivism. It is in a
category of its own, not an ideology but an accurate formulation of reflection on the complex realities of human existence as they conform to the Gospel in moral theology. As such they consistently put the person
first ahead of socio economic and political systems. "Work, in the first place, is for the worker not the worker
for work", 'Laborem Exercens' (On Human Work).
These summaries of the original robust encyclicals, consistently and frequently controversially, place human
beings, never capital and property, at the centre of things. They support: trades unions; the right to strike;
the rights of workers to manage and share profits; the state protection of citizens; responsible private ownership; equitable distribution of wealth; rights for refugees. They condemn the excesses of both capitalism and
socialism but approve aspects of each in moderation. Unrestricted competition is censured. Racism is condemned. War is denounced.
The book published by James Hynes himself is available on Amazon in Kindle and paperback form.
MOVING AWAY FROM FOSSIL FUELS
Two complementary resources have recently been published to help us and the institutions we are involved
with understand – and act upon – disinvestment from fossil fuels.
ETHICAL INVESTMENTS IN AN ERA OF CLIMATE CHANGE equips church leaders, financial officers, and other
decision-makers to assess their investment decisions in the light of Catholic Social Teaching. It is the first
global resource of its kind. It relys on several decades' worth of Catholic teaching on climate change, which
was encapsulated and given new emphasis in Pope Francis's encyclical letter on ecology, Laudato Si'. The
guide is intended for Catholic audiences, but can be used equally well by any institution that wishes to fulfil
the vision of Laudato Si'.
The Global Catholic Climate Movement, an international network of 650+ member organizations and thousands of Catholic people, and Trocaire, the official development agency of the Irish Catholic Church have
worked together to produce this resource:
http://catholicclimatemovement.global/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/GCCM_Trócaire-Catholic-Toolkit.pdf
VIRTUOUS CIRCLE – scaling up investment in low carbon energy

A new report from Christian Aid

Investment in renewables has the potential to deliver the triple benefit of energy access, lowering global carbon emissions and making a profit. Christian Aid's Senior Climate Advisor, Fran Witt, suggests a virtuous circle is starting to form: "We have arrived at a tipping point, where not only is clean energy technically and economically viable, it is understood and increasingly embraced by institutional investors who, under the right
conditions, are willing to invest at unprecedented levels.”
“The justification for investing in polluting fossil fuels is increasingly thin. Analysis from the International Energy Agency recently showed that renewables will give more people access to electricity than coal, helping to
provide power to the more than a billion people without electricity.”
The report - 'Virtuous Circle: scaling up investment in low carbon energy' can be downloaded
on www.christianaid.org.uk/sites/default/files/2017-11/virtuous-circle-scaling-upinvestment-low-carbon-energy-climate-Nov2017.pdf
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DOES THE HOLY SPIRIT INSPIRE OUR CAMPAIGNING?
Phil Kingston writes:
About 35 years ago I became a supporter of CAFOD.
Whilst my heart was clearly being stirred, my faith
then was more from my head than my heart. I later
joined a parish Charismatic Prayer Group and was
introduced to a new understanding of the Holy
Spirit. Through an Alpha course I came to appreciate
more this prayer of the heart. However, in both the
parish group and the Alpha course, I didn’t experience much interest in work for peace and justice,
especially the social-structural approach of Catholic
Social Teaching.
Since then I have tried always to link prayer and activism. I have come to recognise the presence of the
Holy Spirit in our lives, just as Jesus promised. This
has been accompanied by puzzlement because both
in homilies and talking with Catholics, including JPCC
activists, I have heard little about the actions of the
Holy Spirit in our lives. Assuming that this is a general aspect of British Catholic culture, it is extraordinarily different from that described in the Acts of the
Apostles where the Holy Spirit’s presence shines
throughout. A practical fruit of this was an amazing
sharing where ‘those who had acquired land or
houses sold them and brought the proceeds of the
sale to be distributed by the apostles according to
each one’s need’.
Pope Francis, in his clear and homely way, often
speaks about the Holy Spirit, e.g. as: ‘’our travelling
companion…. the sweet guest of the heart’’; One
who gives strength ‘’to speak the truth without compromise’’. ‘’For anyone who is born of the Spirit, he
or she follows….without knowing where it will end.’’

and ‘’The cross cannot be taken away from the life
of a Christian, (so) ask God for the grace of not being
afraid because the Lord said: the Spirit will tell us
what to answer.’’
I was a shy person for much of my early life. I now
do things which I wouldn’t previously have considered and I give thanks to God and the support of
many people for that. I have become more willing to
follow Jesus, both in his speaking truth to power and
his non-violent actions in the Temple forecourt. My
experience of the Spirit’s prompting is that when it
arrives it usually feels exactly right; but that this is
often quickly followed by thoughts like “people will
think I’m nuts if I do that’’. I check this out with others who I believe are Spirit-filled, and usually recognise that my fear of consequences and of not being
accepted are impeding the prompt. I have come to
trust that if I follow it, then, according to the discernment of others, an aspect of God’s reign generally
results.
Pope Francis has called the entire Church to respond
to the 19th November first World Day of the Poor. In
a statement in which he twice refers to the Holy
Spirit, he also says ‘’Let us never forget that, for
Christ’s disciples, poverty is above all a call to follow
Jesus in his own poverty’’ and adds ‘’St. John Chrysostom’s admonition remains ever timely: If you
want to honour the body of Christ, do not scorn it
when it is naked; do not honour the Eucharistic Christ
with silk vestments, and then, leaving the church,
neglect the other Christ suffering from cold and nakedness’’.
(Phil is a member of Grandparents for a Safe Earth

CHESTER WORLD DEVELOPMENT FORUM MEETINGS 2018
Tues 9th Jan – CWDF Forum Climate Change, and Displacement Sarah Rowe, Campaigns Strategy Lead
with Christian Aid will talk on these key campaign themes for 2018: 01244 350323.
6:45 pm - 9:00 pm The Unity Centre, Cuppin Street Chester, CH1 2BN
Fri 26th Jan – CWDF Forum meets Chester MP Chris Matheson. This informal meeting is being arranged in
association with the University’s International Development Society. 7.00 pm – 9.00pm, Best Building
CBB116, University of Chester, off Parkgate Road, Chester CH1 4BJ
Tues 13th Mar – Accra: City for People or Profit? Dr Tom Gillespie of the Global Development Institute of
the University of Manchester will talk about his research work, considering solutions to the homeless crisis
in the Ghanaian capital. Talk arranged by International Development Studies, visitors welcome.
5.00 – 6.00 pm, Best Building CBB116, University of Chester, off Parkgate Road, Chester CH1 4BJ
More details : www.chesterwdf.org.uk/
or contact Terry Green (Chair) 01244 383668, email terry@tdgreen.f9.co.uk
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‘THE PATRONISING DISPOSITION OF UNACCOUNTABLE POWER’
As the Grenfell Tower disaster is still causing distress and concern to many people, Bishop James Jones’ review of the Hillsborough families’ experiences is very timely . Published by the Home Office on November 1st
it aims to ensure the pain and suffering of these families is not repeated.
Bishop James Jones said: “The Hillsborough families know that there are others who have found that when in
all innocence and with a good conscience they have asked questions of those in authority on behalf of those
they love, the institution has closed ranks, refused to disclose information, used public money to defend its
interests and acted in a way that was both intimidating and oppressive. Over the last two decades as I have
listened to what the families have endured, a phrase has formed in my mind to describe what they have come
up against whenever they have sought to challenge those in authority – ‘the patronising disposition of unaccountable power’. Those authorities have been in both the public and private sectors.”
Bishop James, who is the Home Secretary’s advisor on Hillsborough, met the families in both group sessions
and one-to-one as he compiled his report. In the review, he urges the Home Secretary to help ensure that
those responsible for national institutions listen to what the experiences of the Hillsborough families say
about how they should conduct themselves when faced by families bereaved by public tragedy.
The review has 25 points of learning. They include:

the creation of a “Charter for Families Bereaved through Public Tragedy”, made up a series of commitments by public bodies to change, each related to transparency and acting in the public interest.

proper participation of bereaved families at inquests, including publicly funded legal representation for
bereaved families at inquests at which public bodies are legally represented; an end to public bodies
spending limitless sums; and a change in the way in which public bodies approach inquests so they
treat them not as a reputational threat but as an opportunity to learn.

the establishment of a “duty of candour” for police officers which addresses the “unacceptable behaviour” of serving or retired police officers who fail to cooperate fully with investigations into alleged
criminal offences or misconduct.
You can find the review to download on www.gov.uk/government/news/bishops-review-of-hillsboroughfamilies-experiences-published
THINGS TO SEE in Manchester and Liverpool
If you enjoy art exhibitions you may like to visit ……
SHIPWRECK DRAWINGS Cecily Brown brings together a series of drawings of wrecked ships and their passengers. Taking inspiration from old masters notably Delacroix , this exhibition re-examines representations
of maritime tragedy throughout history at a time when images of shipwrecked refugees are so prevalent.
At The Whitworth, Manchester 17 November 2017– 15 April 2018 www.whitworthmanchester.ac.uk
SURREALISM IN EGYPT art et liberté
A new exhibition of more than 100 paintings, photographs, drawings, archival documents and film , many
previously unseen in UK, traces the history of the politically engaged collective of artists and writers who
lived and worked in Cairo in the late 1930s until the late 1940s. They were challenging the mainstream populist art of the time. “When we seem to be witnessing a rise in populism and national sentiment often accompanied by a xenophobic rhetoric, it is very timely to be reminded of the example of Art et Liberté who fought
against the segregation of people and the confinement of individuals within national and political labels” says
Till Fellrath , the exhibition curator. At The Tate Liverpool 18 November 2017 —18 March 2018

“TIME OUT ON TUESDAYS” Dec 12th Jan 9th Feb 13th March 13th April 10th
An Ecumenical Quiet Day for everyone at The Convent of Our Lady of the Cenacle, Lance Lane, Wavertree,
Liverpool L15 6TW 10—4pm
Input and time for individual quiet prayer and reflection. Cost £10
Tea & coffee provided. Bring your own lunch. For more information or to book: Tel 0151 722 2271
email: winniecenacle@mail.com
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DIARY DATES
DECEMBER
1 CAFOD Quiz Night 7.30pm in Our Lady’s Parish
Centre, Ellesmere Port Town Centre, with Fairtrade
refreshments provided at the interval. Entry fee
£3.00 for adults £1 for children. All money raised
will go to CAFOD’s Connect 2 Ethiopia project.
More details: contact Tony Walsh on 0151 355 6419
12 Time Out on Tuesdays An Ecumenical Quiet
Day The Convent of Our Lady of the Cenacle, Lance
Lane, Wavertree, Liverpool L15 6TW 10—4pm
See page 11 for more details
14 CAFOD Carols St Teresa’s, College Rd Upholland
nr Wigan WN8 0PY 7.30—9.30pm ( but get there
early if you want a seat) Local Primary schools, musicians from St John Rigby, a CAFOD partner, mince
pies, craft stalls ….for many people this beautiful
evening marks the start of Christmas
27 TWO CAFOD Fun Runs see ...
Bollington : St Gregory's Parish Hall, Wellington
Road, Bollington, Macclesfield, SK10 5JR
www.stalbanmacc.org.uk/bollyfunrun2014/
Liverpool : Wavertree Athletics Centre,
Liverpool, L15 4LE https://cafod.org.uk/News/
Events/Liverpool-fun-run-2017
JANUARY
9 Time Out on Tuesdays see Page 11
9 CWDF Forum 6:45 pm - 9:00 pm The Unity Centre, Cuppin Street Chester, CH1 2BN see page 10
13—14 Faith for Life Course begins Sacred Heart
Parish Centre, Liverpool Road, Ainsdale, Southport
This course does what it says in the title and has
even been described as ’life changing’ More details
from Steve Atherton.

Liverpool
J &P Fieldworker
Steve Atherton
J&P Office, LACE
Croxteth Drive,
Sefton Park,
Liverpool L17 1AA
Tel: 0151 522 1080

s.atherton@rcaol.co.uk

facebook.com/
jpliverpooljp
@liverpooljandp
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Liverpool Chair:
Justine Silcock
Terry Phillips
Liverpool Office Secretary
Maria Hardacre
Tel: 0151 522 1081

Shrewsbury
Secretary: Maura Garside
Tel: 0781 1679055
mauragarside@hotmail.com

14 Peace Sunday http://paxchristi.org.uk/newsand-events/peace-sunday/
18 – 25 Week of Prayer for Christian Unity ‘That all
may be free’ https://ctbi.org.uk/week-of-prayer-for
-christian-unity-2018/
19 CAFOD Quiz Night see Dec 1
21 LACE Memorial Lecture “Towards social and solidarity economies?” 2-4 pm see page 3
26 CWDF Forum meets Chris Matheson MP. Best
Building CBB116, University of Chester, off Parkgate
Road, Chester CH1 4BJ 7.00 – 9.00pm see page 10
28 Homeless Sunday www.housingjustice.org.uk/
Event/homeless-sunday-2018
FEBRUARY
13 Time Out on Tuesdays see page 11
14 Ash Wednesday
16 CAFOD Quiz Night see Dec 1
26—11 March Fairtrade Fortnight
www.fairtrade.org.uk/Get-Involved/Currentcampaigns/Fairtrade-Fortnight
MARCH
2 Women’s World Day of Prayer ‘All God’s creation is very good!’ material prepared by the women
of Suriname www.wwdp.org.uk/
10—11 Faith for Life see Jan 13-14
13 Time Out on Tuesdays see Page 11
13 Accra: City for People or Profit? 5.00 – 6.00
pm, Best Building CBB116, University of Chester, off
Parkgate Road, Chester CH1 4BJ see p. 10 CWDF
16 CAFOD Quiz Night see Dec 1
30 Good Friday
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